Debris Diverter (Leaf Slide)
Prevent blocked pipes whether you’re on Mains Supply or Water Tanks. The Debris Diverter
(leaf slide), has been designed to keep solid matter out of pipe work leading to your Water
Tank, Soak Trench or Council Storm Water mains.

FEATURES
It’s your water tank’s first defence from
debris. The Debris Diverter (often called a
Leaf Slide) assists in keeping other water
filtration devices, e.g. filter cartridges in
filter housings work more effectively and for
longer by reducing the roof debris passing
through them.
Self flushing design - with an 80º full shroud
creating a large splashing effect when
leaves and debris are sitting on the stainless
steel mesh slide, which will assist with the
self-flushing of the Debris Diverter.

6 mm mesh

3 mm mesh

MODELS
The Debris Diverter Short is a “Straight
Through” diverter. This means that the
water comes through the top of the
diverter, passes through the mesh screen,
and out the bottom of the diverter into your
pipe work before carrying onto your water
tank or mains wastewater.
The Debris Diverter Tall allows you to fit
the debris diverter right at the top of your
downpipe and glue the pipe work from
the guttering directly into the front of the
Debris Diverter.
The Debris Diverter is a new and improved
Leaf Slide designed to be plumbed in from
the front.
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Short Model

Tall Model

SPECIFICATIONS			
MODEL

SHORT

TALL

Mesh
Options

3 mm for smaller foliage
or 6mm for larger foliage

3 mm for smaller foliage
or 6mm for larger foliage

Downpipe
Options

80 mm for NZ pipes or 90
mm for Austraian pipes

80 mm for NZ pipes or 90
mm for Austraian pipes

Dimensions

W=13.5cm x H=22.5cm x
D=15cm

W=14cm x H=30cm x
D=16.5cm

